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^^4 V SOBER judgment .1 1 tout you is—something very
/ » ™ judicious, very well-documented and very high. I
am sorry enough that I cannot have the honorable duty of
signing your diplomas in June for I am sure that many
of them will become historical documents, so to speak, as
you go on to careers of one sort and another, and that I
should gain a sort of glory by registering you early in the
course of your lives in the Bryn Mawr books. But that one
subtraction in the complete cycle of the past years won't
prevent my boasting of you as I have always done, 'for your
beauty, intelligence and virtue, ' to quote from a decoration
which the Sultan of Turkey once gave to a Bryn Mawr
graduate."
THE LOST LEADER
Much did we love her—ah, much did we care.
And just for a handful of scarabs she left us,
Ribbons from Delphi to twine in her hair.
In the midst of our triumph cruel fortune bereft us
Of her whom we trusted and worshipped in vain.
Now to the camel-boys doles she out dollars,
Enters false temples and bows to false fane,
Dares to appear in quaint Cretan collars
Woven on Dicte and tinctured in Tyre.
At the shrine of Apollo her traitorous fingers
Run shamelessly over the strings of his lyre.
Dolefully then the languid air lingers,
Sadly reproaching that once faithful Ieart.
Past shame and compunction she feels no contrition,
And mounting her donkey prepares to depart
—
Rides heartlessly onward, deaf to petition,
Knossus and Ka nak now claiming her heart.

THESE CLE EYES HAVE SEEN
THERE certainly is something about this feeling of being a "femme fatale".
Wherever we go something happens. Of course we would be the last people
to call attention to ourselves in this way, but it seems to be the thing to do these
days, the best people are breaking out into biography, even silent Cal has done it
and he was the only person who ever beat us at our own game. Strong and silent
we always were—anyway silent, why, we don't even sing in our bath. Well, as I
was saying, things certainly do happen round our neighborhood. Of course we
were a bit of an innovation ourselves when we blossomed out on the unsuspecting
campus a whole week ahead of time. Why, it was enough to make any well-scheduled
cherry go right off its balance to have so many buds running around when it wasn't
ready. It upset us too, but when Olympus nods—from the second floor of Taylor
—
what can anyone do? If we remember correctly, the full blown flowers of the previous
year thought us a bit out of place, but we didn't much care. We knew somebody
loved us, because the minute we came to town the new Seville opened and we have
been buddies ever since. Of course there is such a thing as taking too much to one's
self, but it seemed to us that it must be more than mere coincidence that on our
arrival the Self Government Board suddenly realized how antiquated its methods
were, and that the only way to manage these young people is to keep right up with
them. And they did. It's been a pretty stiff race sometimes, but from that first
year when they revised all the rules to suit us, we haven't yet succeeded in out-
distancing them. Taking it all round, the college has been pretty big about adapting
itself to our needs. They realized right off that with our general tone we weren't
going to need much extra culture and they cut down on the English requirement.
For a while they had an idea that we might care for athletics, but they saw that it
really wasn't much good. When a girl is set on her studies the way we were, there
isn't much you can do about it. So they gave it up. Optimistic they are though.
They still try it on the younger generation. Of course you realize that by this time
we were growing up and no longer held that rather dubiously distinguished title.
Olympus saw that we were growing up too and they put their heads together and
held a conference. "This here," they said, "is the modern girl. She can look after herself
and all she needs is scope and she will develop something wonderful. Of course her
elder sisters were nice girls but they hadn't that fine, self-reliant spirit that this one
has. We couldn't let them go abroad by themselves. But this one"—-So they ar-
ranged for us to spend our Junior year in France. Of course all of us couldn't have
gone—that wouldn't have been fair to France, but we did all we could in the summer,
and I think we may say that that Pershing spirit has been finely preserved by us,
even if we did not actually murmur the famous words as we slid down the gangplank.
Well, here we are, broadened by foreign travel, getting on nicely in our develop-
ment thank you, extremities still normal, almost educated, the diploma hanging like
a carrot in front of the nose of the—well, perhaps that simile isn't quite fair as they
say our I.O. was pretty good,—and still the innovations come. Of course our social
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development hasn't been neglected either. We had a very nice coming out dance
last spring, and we are thinking of going back into the lists again, these things will
pop up in the spring, it's just like measles only of course they come any time, don't
they? But mostly when you don't want them, not like wisdom teeth just before
vacation. We've always thought how nice it was of Providence to arrange that
wisdom teeth come at the college age, it's so appropriate. Where was I? Oh yes,
the innovations are still coming. Of course we change ourselves quite a lot. For one
thing our personnel isn't the same as it was in our youth and our appearance is a bit
different. The style of headdress changes. Funny how one has to have variety in
one's appearance. It must be the same primitive urge that makes a man want to
grow a beard.
Some of our pastors and masters realized ahead of time that the strain of
parting from us was going to be more than they could bear, so they just sneaked off
on their sabbaticals—it made a very nice excuse—and that made quite a difference
in our lives. But the real achievement of our career has been saved up to the last.
We proved it, "corpus vile" that we are, and always were according to some people
—
but I wouldn't listen to them if I were you. Something had to be done about it,
and they saw it. So she came to the rescue, an Alice with the Looking Glass (or
maybe it was Millice with the Catalogue) and behold, a new curriculum! Sisters,
it was not in vain though it took four years to do it. Now we hand on the torch
to you. See what you can do with the dear old place. We suggest you concen-
trate on Taylor.
f 101
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HCW THE MCUSE GCT ITS TAIL
EPISODE ONE
NOW listen and attend, Best Beloved, for this is the story of the mouse. In the
high and far off times there was a Mouse, a Small, Scared, Dark Blue mouse
of Highly Respectable Antecedents, who lived in a Highly Respectable Home with
all the modern conveniences and every attention a mouse however exactin/ could
want from a Highly Indulgent Set of Parents. But—listen and attend, Best Beloved,
and don't forget that the mouse had a very long tail—she became a little weary of
that Highly Respectable Home, or perhaps that Highly Respectable Home became a
little weary of her, and she made up her mind to take to foreign parts, and herparents
helped her to make it, for, for the most part they were people of strong opinion and
convinced of the worth of foreign travel to broaden the mind.
So the Small, Scared, Dark Blue Mouse packed her belongings in several trunks
and took herself off to the most superior Jungle in those promiscuous parts. It
didn't look like a jungle; it didn't feel like a jungle; it didn't smell like a jungle,
but it was. There were traps in it that caught you. They didn't hurt you, oh, no,
that wouldn't have been kind. They just took you by the left hind leg and slung you
up, up, up into the bright blue sky and when you came down with a bump, lo and
behold you were outside the jungle and a voice was saying in your ear, "Ho, Mr.
One, Two, Three. Now where's your education?" But with a little discretion
one could avoid the traps. A great many Cats lived in that Jungle, too, which of
course made life very exciting and a bit nerve-wracking, because one had to see a
lot of them because they were the official Mind-Broadeners.
However, the Mouse—already armed with a pretty long tail—walked into
the Jungle with only a Slight Trepidation. And she was quickly made at home
by several Highly Superior Cats with Soothing Purrs, and a selection of Beneficent
Kittens, pale blue with yellow bows around their necks. Life was very cheery
for a time, though rather damp, but soon it stopped raining and then the Mouse
wrung out her tail—the color had run a little, but it dried out in the sun.
But, just as the Mouse was beginning to feel very much at home and went
around waving her tail at the Selected Pale Blue Kittens and even sometimes at the
Highly Superior Cats, she woke up one morning and discovered a Woozy looking
at her. It was a dreadful jar to her nervous system and she looked around timidly
for the Pale Blue Kittens and what should she see but a Bright Red Polyp baring its
teeth at her. And then into her sight strolled those Selected Pale Blue Kittens,
without their yellow ribbons, cheek by jowl with numerous Woozies, with their tails
around each other's waists. She took one look and decided that the time had come
for her to live her own life.
Her first contact with Life-in-the-Raw was the First Polypian War. The
Polyps put the Mouse in a state of siege and espionage that almost wore her to a
thread paper, while they tried to win from her the secret that means success. But
the brave little Mouse braced herself, wound that long tail of hers around the secret
and kept it, so that when an Armistice was declared and the decision left to the
World Court, made up of all the Denizens of the Jungle, the Polyps had to stand
113]
in dejected silence amid the jeers of the populace. But they held no grudges, for
they soon presented the Mouse with a lovely lantern to guide her through the mazes
of the Jungle.
The Mouse now continued on its way, getting to feel more and more at home
until suddenly it felt a great commotion in its insides, and when it asked a friendly
Kitten to explain the symptoms, it was informed that it was suffering from an acute
case of suppressed histrionic talent and the only way to cure it was to produce a
play. So the Mouse followed the prescription, but I have heard that when the
Kittens—the Pale Blue Kittens—and the Green Woozy, and the Red Polyp saw
the result they were inclined to doubt if the diagnosis had been quite right.
All went quite well after this and the mouse grew in stature—and girth
—
until it began to be a little too big for its boots, and all the time that lovely tail got
sleeker and sleeker. But the boots pinched. And the result of that was the Polypian-
Woozian War, which occurred one lovely spring evening. It was brief but poignant,
and the indemnities were something dreadful.
Immediately after this the Mouse learned that there were disadvantages to
having a superior tail for the cats amused themselves by twisting it—not the Highly
Superior Cats this time, but a Rather Inferior Variety. However before they twisted
it right off, the mouse managed to free itself from their clutches and packed its
bag and made tracks for its Highly Respectable Home to rest and recuperate from
the strain of living in the Jungle.
Required English Sonnet
{Due sooner or later Freshman i/ear)
-TO-
Like moonbeams which in darkened night
Send rays of gladness to my eyes,
So did the thought of you make bright
The weary hours ere my demise.
My life in care and sorrow spent had been,
But for you, war from triumphs all toa free;
Obliterating all you made me queen
Of all that you possessed, then let me be.
You fled from the throne where I sat newly crowned
And left my soul a kingdom that rebelled
Against the despotism of the king.
As time passed on the deepness of the wound
Did lessen 'midst the thoughts I later held
;
A scar it is, a jewel in life's ring.
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HOV THE MCLSE GOT ITS TAIL
EPISODE TWO
[~ HE next autumn the Mouse returned to the Jungle, arriving with rather a
— swagger as though she owned the place. She was surprised and disdainful
when she discovered a flock of Little Green Zebras running all around. They were
quite a nuisance but they made up for that by being amusing in their ignorance
of jungle lore. All feeling of disdain or anything else was soon lost, however, in the
whirlpool of activity which then began. Every animal in the jungle vibrated with
community spirit and antiquarian interest as they strove to bring back to the Jungle
the spacious days of that famous Cat, Good Queen Bess. The celebration was to
centre around one figure called the May Queen, and great and bitter was the strife
between the Pale Blue Kittens, the Red Polyps, the Mouse and the Little Green
Zebras. Of course the Mouse had a tremendous advantage because of her lovely
long tail, but finally they chose a Little Green Zebra with a lovely flowing yellow
mane, who photographed beautifully, and the Publicity Cat was delighted. Now
work began in earnest and every animal slaved. They danced and they sewed,
they rehearsed and they tumbled—very hard, some of them, till it became a habit
—
and the Imported English Cat and the Three Hearty Kittens who lived in the Gym-
nasium looked out over the activity and purred. The Rather Inferior Variety of
Cats were not so pleased because they felt they were being neglected and on reflection
they were probably right, but the Highly Superior Cats held them in check. All
went merry as Taylor Bell, and tempers were found lying loose round the jungle
and restored to the harassed owners, so that peace had an inning once more, but
there were two that were so tattered that they could scarcely be recognised, but
they were finally identified when a musical scale was found on one and a hockey
stick on the other.
The Great Day came and the Spacious Days were restored, but there was very
little space in the Jungle, for all the beasts for miles around and many miles away
came to see and hear and criticise, and then the Great Day was gone, and the time
for the Semi-Annual Tail-Twisting had come again. This year it was a Most Awful
Twist because the poor little mouse had neglected that lovely tail of hers ever
since it had failed her in the test for the May Queen, and it hadn't been brushed for
weeks, but once more the ordeal was passed and she fled back to her Highly Respect-
able Home and announced to her amazed but still indulgent Set of Parents that she
was going to spend the summer studying foreign languages.
119]
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On My Behindness
When I consider how my nights are spent
In ceaseless striving with a brain untried,
When coffee's all that saves me, and my pride.
Though marks are fruitless, makes me more intent
To fool therewith professors and present
A good account, lest they in marking chide.
What can I get with reading all let slide,
I fondly ask; but reason to prevent
That murmur soon replies, one does not need
To work from day to day with hectic fear
Of quizzes dropping. Studying's a sham.
Though honors go to those who libward speed,
And spend long days in doing reading drear,
They also pass who only cram and cram.
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HCW THE /HOUSE GOT ITS TAIL
EPISODE THREE
NOW listen and attend, Best Beloved, to what happened to the Dark Blue Mouse
in the high and far off times, although they are not now so high and far off
as they were at the beginning of the story. When the third autumn came the Mouse
slung its tail over its shoulder and started back to the Jungle. No sooner had it
arrived than it recognized in itself the symptoms of the Histrionic fever which had
attacked it once before when it was ever so young and immature. This time it tried
to fight off the fever but for the sake of the New Blue Bats which had come to live
in the jungle she gave up the fight and actually produced what looked like some-
thing on the general lines of a drama. After this effort she went into a— more or
less— deep retirement, to hide from the clutches of the Super-Bilingual-Parhcu-
larly-to-Juniors-Dangerous-Cat which was prowling through the Jungle in the chin
disguise of an Oral. It was a very fearsome beast but the brave little Mouse armed
herself with a Deutsches Hefte—and of course she always had her Highly Superior
Tail which grew several inches during the winter. She made herself a beautiful
Word List and she would have gone blue in the face studying it if it hadn't so hap-
pened that she was blue already, which was sad because nobody could see how
hard she was working to keep away from the S.-B.-P.-T.-J.-D.-Cat. All through
that long hard winter she went in fear of her life, sneaking round back paths and
hiding in the bushes when she heard the prepercussions of the foot steps of a Cat.
Then when spring came she decided that the time had come to make an end of the
dreadful game and challenged the Monster face to face, and to everyone else's, no
less than her own, intense surprise she actually vanquished him.
The spring deepened, the cherry trees all over the Jungle blossomed, and with
the heart of May did every beast keep holiday. They shed their fur or whatever
it is with which a polyp covers itself, and basked in the sun, till they grew brown and
beautiful, and enjoyed themselves. But somehow the Highly Superior Cats did not
teel the same way about it, and the Rather Inferior Variety of Cats miaowed and
caterwauled until something simply had to be done about it. So the Highly Superior
Cats issued an edict and posted it all over the Jungle, giving the beasts fair warning,
and then they organized a hunt and treed every beast that appeared outside its
lair without its fur. Of course the bats had quite an easy time because they simply
flew and the Mouse scrambled up but the poor Zebra was in despair and— have
you ever seen a polyp try to climb a tree. Well finally the strain got so bad that the
pitiful little Polyp, wore thin and frail, decided to give up the struggle and prepared
to leave. The grief of the Mouse was dreadful to behold but it managed to choke
back its sobs long enough to squeak a parting ditty to the Polyp—who was not
having any trouble with its voice and sang vigorously. At last the sad moment
came and the Polyp slithered away to the Great Outside World. The Mouse shook
her-self and started to reconstruct her life. Suddenly she had a brilliant thought.
"By gum ' she said to herself, carefully not mentioning it to the other animals,
"now that the Polyp has departed I am monarch of all I survey." And she looped
the tip of her tail in a crown round her ears and took herself off for a brief holiday
before taking up her duties as a monarch.
1251
Maybe It's Lon Chaney
All things may come and then may go
Within a world of flux.
The skirts so short a year ago
Have let out all their tucks.
The head that tossed coquettish curls—
According to the story
—
Has grown its bob till now piled high
With woman's crowning glory.
These petty details have their place,
But fade from out the scene
When, where a chasm once did yawn,
Looms Goodhart's bulk serene.
Beneath the stern Italian's eye
To pray was once our wont,
But here in classrooms K to N,
We now recite, or don t.
Once sportive as the springtide lambs,
About the Inf we played,
But now a tyrant holds the door
Against a friendly raid.
But, as the hymn books often say,
There's one who never changes.
From year to year he holds his place,
No ban restricts his ranges.
The doctor and the Board of Health
Would catch the rover bold.
But still he stalks among our ranks,
Seiior, the Common Cold.
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I wish I liked the food we eat,
I wish I liked a front row seat,
I wish I liked the books I read,
I wish I liked toward lab to speed.
And when I'm asked to see the Dean,
I wish I'd think "She won't be mean.'
Morning's at seven,
The hillside's dew-pearled,
Psych is at eight,
It's a hell of a world.
{2SJ
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HCW THE MOUSE GOT ITS TAIL
EPISODE FOUR
HE Mouse returned to the Jungle the next autumn full of bright and happy
* thoughts, and sported joyously among her friends, thinking ever and anon
"This is Highly Delightful and the final touch to make it perfect is the fact that there
is only one more year and I shall be out in the wide wide world with all the other
beasts. " But oh what a year that was! Little did the innocent Mouse realise how
painful were the finishing touches to the acquiring of a Supremely Superior Tail.
It got heavier and heavier and all the Cats did their best to tie another burden on it,
so that it fairly creaked with effort. However, she persevered, and nobody resisted
their efforts when the Semi-Annual Siege of Tail-Twisting came round. After the
unpleasantness was over, she settled down for a good snooze, feeling that the worst
was over, but she was wakened with a rude shock about the middle of March,
by a gentle tweak at that Tail which reminded her that there was still some minor
duties which it would be wise to fulfill. Once awakened she found it difficult to
cuddle down again, and in her weak state she succumbed to her third—and merci-
fully—last attack of the histronic fever which is one of the chief perils of Life in a
Jungle. This, was on the occasion when she took herself off alone to the Rock at
the far end of the Jungle and gorged, and made speeches and generally congratulated
herself.
Later on the spring again came to the Jungle and aroused in the breast of the
Mouse an urge to express her joy in the returning year. Last year she had responded
by shedding her fur, but this year her sense of dignity had grown and she actually
added a new layer of black fur and put on a cap over her ears which lay meekly
by her head, impressed by the solemnity of the occasion. In this attire she climbed
again to the topmost peak of the aforementioned Rock and sang a greeting to the
rising sun which was apparently properly impressed. Then she descended and
gamboled on the green with all the other' beasts. Among these were now numbered
several intelligent little things which one could hardly call Men, although they did
themselves, but might better be styled Homunculi.
Gently, gently the year crept on, through the warm days of May and the blithe
Mouse thinking of the Great World which, though far from meek, she would soon
inherit, danced past the Cats bent on twisting her tail which had now reached its
prime. Then heaven tried earth if it were in tune and everything else tried the
Mouse, if it were fit to receive that lovely bow which attached to the tip of the tail
marks the Jungle Beast. And on the whole, although there were one or two dissent
ing voices, they decided that she was. Then from all those Highly Respectable
Homes flocked the Mouse's Indulgent Parents, more than you would think even a
Mouse could possibly have, and hundreds of small brothers and sisters, all radiating
pride and joy. They assembled in a solemn hush beneath the vaulted roof of the
Main Cave, under the beaming eye of the Chief Highly Superior Cat. About the
Mouse crowded all her dear friends and they escorted her to her Place in the Cave.
Now with appropriate words and a graceful flourish the Chief Cat gravely tied a
handsome bow to the tip of the Mouse's tail. Take your last glance at her now, Best
Beloved, who have listened so attentively through all this narrative, as she Emerges
from the Cave and with one wild whoop heads towards the Wide Wide world. What
befell her there and how she conquered it is another story.
[3111
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L. LlTTLEHALE
H. L. Taylor, Captain
E. Grant
L. LlTTLEHALE
WATER POLO
C. Dean
K. HlRSCHBERG
C. Page
E. Douglas
M. E. Houck
K. Richardson
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M. Johnston, Captain
M. Stevenson
E. Wilson
E. Hamilton
GYMNASIUM MEET
Won by '28
C. Page
G. Sherman
E. Zalesky
H. L. Taylor
M. Salant
L. Davis
S. Longstreth
M. Dean, Captain
M. Burgess
H. Seligman
BASKETBALL
Won by '30
M. Johnston
S. Slingluff
L. Littlehale
C. Winter
M. Martin
E. Stix
L. Littlehale, Captain
B. Coney
C. Sullivan
H. Seligman
A. Howell
LACROSSE
Won by '28
K. Hirschberg
H. L. Taylor
M. Yung-Kwai
D. Cross
T. Hancock
M. Houck
K. Richardson
S. Longstreth
F. Frenaye
J. Keasbey
J. Paxson
ARCHERY
H. Seligman
On Varsity
—
J. Paxson
H. L. Taylor
TENNIS
Tie between '27, '29, '30
C. Winter, Captain O. Stokes S. Slingluff
N. Skidmore M. Martin
n Varsity—O. Stokes
A. Parkhurst
FENCING
M. Dean
H. Seligman
K. Hirschberg, Captain
E. Smith
M. Johnston
L. Littlehale
F. Frenaye
1927-1928
HOCKEY
Won by '28
S. Longstreth
A. Brown
E. Wilson
H. L. Taylor
A. Parkhurst
B. Coney
C. Sullivan
N. Skidmore
A. Howell
A. Merrill
On Varsity—S. Longstreth, K. Hirschberg, A. Brown
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H. L. Taylor, Captain
E. Zalesky
J. Paxson
K. HlRSCHBERG
L. Davis
WATER POLO
Won by '28
F. Pettus
E. Grant
D. Cross
M. Houck
C. Cole
H. Seligman
L. Littlehale
C. Dean
C. Page
C. Peckham
O. Stokes, Captain
C. Sullivan
K. HlRSCHBERG
BASKETBALL
Won by '31
M. Dean
M. Martin
H. Seligman
M. Johnston
L. Littlehale
H. L. Taylor
TENNIS
S. Slingluff O. Stokes H. L. Taylor
L. Littlehale N. Skidmore
On Varsity—S. Slingluff, O. Stokes
ARCHERY (no class meet)
On Varsity
—
J. Paxson, H. Seligman
1928-1929
HOCKEY
Won by '32
K. HlRSCHBERG
A. Parkhurst
C. Sullivan
C. Wardwell
S. Longstreth, Captain
G. Sherman
M. Houck
A. Merrill
H. L. Taylor
E. Zalesky
D. Cross
H. Ban
On Varsity— S. Longstreth, K. Hirschberg, A. Parkhurst
A. Brown
SWIMMING
Won by '31
H. L. Taylor, Captain E. Zalesky C. Page
D. Cross L. Davis
On Varsity—E. Zalesky, H. L. Taylor
WATER POLO (No class team)
On Varsity—H. L. Taylor, E. Zalesky
BASKETBALL
Won by '51
V. Loomis
C. Sullivan
A. Merrill
H. Seligman, Captain
O. Stokes
E. Zalesky
M. Martin
M. Johnston
S. Longstreth
On Second Varsity—M. Johnston, M. Martin
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LACROSSE (no class teams)
On Varsity—M. Houck, S. Longstreth, H. L. Taylor
TENNIS (No class teams)
On Varsity—N. SKiDiMORE, 0. Stokes
ARCHERY
On Varsity—H. Seligman, S. Longstreth, P. Wiegand
HOCKEY
Won by '33
S. Longstreth
C. Dean
M. Houck
B. Coney
K. Hirschberg, Captain
E. Stix
E. Boyd
A. Brown
S. Gordon
C. Sullivan
A. Parkhurst
E. Zalesky
J. DlCKERMAN
H. L. Taylor
On Varsity—S. Longstreth, (Captain), E. Stix, K. Hirschberg
A. Parkhurst
Second Varsity—E. Boyd
H. L. Taylor, Captain
E. Zalesky
SWIMMING
C. Page
K. Richardson
C. Dean
L. Davis
On Varsity—E. Zalesky, H. L. Taylor, L. Davis
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The alarm clock shrills.
Out of the piled-up coverlets.
Across the icy floor I stagger
And smack it into silence.
A cheerful hurricane blows from the window,
Striking through the thin weave of feather-weight pajamas,
And—surprisingly
—
My resolution
Melts.
A backward glance and I am lost.
The sheets hold out their arms.
The blankets beckon,
And ah, the pillows smile!
A moment's wavering,
Then back to warm bliss,
And down the slopes of drowsiness
Headlong into deep sleep I slide.
41
GRADUATING WITH HGNGCS
European Fellow
Sarah Stanley Gordon
Summa cum Laude
Sarah Stanley Gordon
Constance Hand
Magna cum Laude
Marina Yung Kwai
Margaret Mary Cook
Anne Elizabeth Wood
Nina Sturgis Skidmore
Helen Louise Taylor
Agnes Kirsopp Lake
Myrtle de Vaux
Gertrude Bancroft
Dorothea Cross
Mary Augusta Peters
Frances Frenaye
Elizabeth Robison Baker
Edith Blanche Thrush
Elizabeth Wilson
Cum Laude
Mary Preston Hulse
Lorine Carpenter Sears
Agnes Katherine Hannay
Ida Louise Raymond
Hilda Emily Tylston Wright
Erma Elizabeth Stix
Elizabeth Perkins Bigelow
Elizabeth Perkins
Elinor Latane
Martha Virginia Stevenson
Edith Grant
Erna Sarah Rice
Louise Elliott Littlehale
Phyllis Dorothea Wiegand
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'For she's a jolly goodjellow"
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Blurb
(Or What Hie College Girl Should Know.)
Read the quiz books full of blurb
—
Oozing blurb!
What a world of emptiness appears to be superb!
How they tickle, tickle, tickle,
The naive professor's mind,
While H.C.'s begin to sprinkle
All the quiz books in a twinkle.
Perhaps he's only kind,
As he reads "time, time,"
The release from so much slime,
And such trite circumlocutions that ingenuously curb,
All the blurb, blurb, blurb, blurb,
Blurb, blurb, blurb.
Read the finals packed with blurb,
Brazen blurb!
What a depth of diddling's doctored by this lovely blurb!
To the startled reader's eyes
How they flaunt their worn disguise,
Filled with confidence, not fears,
Growth of many, many years
Of such work.
They assert without a tremor that no achievement could be higher
Than the work of Lorenzetti—"How it burns, that inner fire,
With what delicate desire;
Contemplation lifts us higher.
"
Tis a resolute endeavour
Now—now to gush or never
On the themes that we always shirk.
Oh, such blurb, blurb, blurb.
An idea might disturb
Its smooth flow.
45;
How words slither, slip and slide
Cliches, cliches, side by side.
In hot haste to fill up any space, they go!
Though a senior sometimes feels
Midst this mushing.
And this gushing
That diplomas slip like eels;
That the practice may perturb
Readers rushing,
Bent on crushing
Out exuberance, who'll curb
Graduation, just because they gaze too much at standard blurb-
Too much blurb, blurb, blurb, blurb.
Blurb, blurb, blurb
—
Yet we still remain devoted to our blurb!
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Our Own Simplex Munditils
Still to be neat, still to be dressed
With taste, though bent on wisdom's quest.
Still boasting beret unresumed
:
Lady, it is to be presumed.
Some mystery, and that profound,
Sets you apart, circles you 'round.
Acquire the look, assume the pace
That mark our fost'ring mother's race;
Clothes clinging limply, chapped knees free,
A nose well pinked and bright to see,
Then all the myst'ry will depart;
Bryn Mawr will take you to her heart.
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THE BCCI\ Cf MAWCTyCS
{With apologies the 1901 edition of "A Book oj Bryn Mawr Stories")
THE deep majestic tones of Taylor bell ringing the welcome curfew of ten
o'clock floated over the campus on the warm Spring air. Out of the library
came the tall slim figures of two seniors; they paused on the steps to absorb the
beauty of the night and to listen to the strains of the rollicking song:
"Here's to Bryn Mawr College
Drink her down, drink her down."
"Look, Miss Sullivan," said Catharine Berkely to her great friend, Lucy
Sullivan, who stood beside her on the steps. "The faculty must be deciding now
on the European Fellow. The light in the President's office is still on.
"
"Hush," rejoined the other. "Do please, I beg of you, cease to talk about it.
I do not wish to consider the possibility of my getting it. Just think, this is our
last semester in Bryn Mawr. How very much we owe the college—I love it all!''
she breathed.
Gathering up their filmy dresses they moved through the deep green grass
towards the lighted windows of Pembroke. As they reached the door, it was held
open by an eager young girl who stood trembling and breathless beside them
while they passed through. "Ah, thank you, Miss Brown," the two Seniors chorused.
"I was afraid I should miss you, although I have been waiting for the last
hour in the Undergraduate Parlour. I did so want to hold the door open for you
tonight, " replied the Sophomore, scarcely daring to speak above a whisper.
As they walked down the corridor with their arms twined around each other s
waists, the two friends were hailed by a chorus of voices from within a study whose
door stood open. A tall, slim girl with smooth dark hair stood in the doorway.
"Come in, do
—
you dear creatures," she cried slangily. "We have been dying
for a sight of you since dinner. Come join us. Miss Smyth has made some tea and
I, with my customary generosity, have contributed the boiled chestnutsl'
'
Lucy and Catharine entered the room eagerly. They glanced around it,
appreciative of its tasteful, yet quiet, furnishings. On the mantelpiece was draped
a Turkish scarf, atop of which were two carbon photographs of Fra Angelico angels,
a bronze copy of the Flying Mercury and one of the Olympian Hermes. On the
opposite wall was a fish-net holding photographs of Matthew Arnold, Christina
Rossetti, and Cardinal Newman. On the floor were scattered a few rich rugs and
in one corner stood a tea table laden with delicate cups and saucers, and a gleaming
brass tea-kettle steaming over a spirit lamp. The gay young creatures, whose
ruffled organdy dresses were covered by the ubiquitous black college gowns, trailed
their slim lengths across the floor.
"We have been discussing the European Fellow, of course, " began one of the
girls, when the newcomers had been supplied with tea and chestnuts. "Do you
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realize that she will be chosen from one of our class this year and very likely from
this particular group?" They were the leading intellectuals of their class, these
careless creatures there on the floor.
"Were they still discussing it when you came from the library, Aliss Berkely?"
asked one of the group.
"Yes," replied Catharine seriously, "They were."
"Is there any moment in our college life," demanded their hostess eagerly,
"comparable to the awarding of the Fellowship—that honor prized so by all and
possible only to the greatest? It epitomizes so completely the goal of the New
Woman— freedom and recognition."
"Oh, let us stop talking about it," cried Lucy Sullivan warmly. "Have you
read Pater's new thing, 'Apollo in Picardy'. It is quite delicious."
The conversation flowed on from there as college conversations will, dealing
conclusively with Pater and Marius, Berenson and Grimm's Law.
Later in the evening, Lucy and Catharine retired to their own study, and
there sat together before the glowing coal fire, lost in thought. Lucy would have
been the choice of the undergraduates for European Fellow had they been allowed
to choose. Her smooth hair, her broad white brow, and steady gray eyes showed
her to be a capable, serious woman. But neither Lucy nor her roommate Catharine
spoke of the Fellowship by tacit consent. The atmosphere was charged with
emotion.
Suddenly a knock came at the door and the two girls opened it to the Mistress
of the Hall, who handed Lucy a note and withdrew. Lucy read it slowly, then
nodded at Catharine. "It has come. Miss Berkely," she said, and bursting into
tears, fled abruptly into her bedroom.
The next morning, chapel was filled to overflowing with the eager, excited
undergraduates. The tassels on their black mortar boards nodded in cheery greeting,
and the low hum of subdued conversation filled the room. All class distinctions
seemed to vanish in the thrill of the moment. All were like children, and children
of Bryn Mawr.
The hum faded to silence at a warning "shush" as the figure of the well-loved
President appeared on the platform. For what seemed like hours, she tantalized
the waiting college until she spoke the desired words. "I have the pleasure of
awarding the fellowship to Miss Sullivan. Will Miss Sullivan please come to the
platform ?'
Amid a storm of applause, Lucy stood up, but she resisted the hands of her
friends who would propel her towards the platform. Instead, she stood, with her
hands clutching the chair in front of her so hard that the knuckles showed white.
All the color drained from her cheek as she spoke in a low, clear, resonant voice.
"Madame President," she said, "and my college mates—I cannot take this,
the European Fellowship. I cannot dedicate myself to the life of the solitary
scholar much as the thought appeals to my innermost desires. But there is work
to be done in the world, and I and all Bryn Mawr women should answer the call.
Woman must be saved. She must grasp at a freedom almost denied her, and yes,
I say it with temerity, she must fight for the right to vote. My task is to help
win this battle. I go to join the ranks of those who care!"
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Lucy sat down. For a moment there was complete silence; then a roar of
cheering broke forth. Tears were streaming down the faces of most of the audience,
but they served only to increase the thunderous cheering. Some one started singing
and soon the whole room joined her in
"Here's to Lucy Sullivan
Drink her down, drink her down."
That evening, sitting on the campus, Lucy and Catharine watched the under-
graduates—comely figures, in faint blues and lavenders, ribbons and ruffles all
afloat, quadrilling on Denbigh green. Finally, Lucy turned to her friend and whis-
pered: "They can win the battle, Miss Berkely, and they will!"

Syllabus
What is this that ruins us.
Can it be the syllabus?
Never letting fancy roam,
Keeping pleasure ere at home,
Charmed with couplets read ab Horace,
Never let the syllaborus.
Mysteries of chem or bi,
Physics or geolog-i;
Embryo scientists adore 'em,
Children cry for syllaborem.
Psych, philos at early hori,
Octo bells start days Iabori,
English Lit and rhetoric
Non absunt in syllabic.
Post the minor et maiores
Bigger, better syllabores,
Post-maiores, honoresque,
French or German or Bell' Arte.
No, perhaps not ruinous.
Most maltreated syllabus.
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SURROUNDED by "miniature" hills stood the ruined tower of Who-Who Hall,
the lofty citadel of bird-lore and owl wisdom. Here glowed with a hard gem-
like flame the worm of pure knowledge, pecked at by a thousand eager bills, yet
always unconsumed, and here flocked on aspiring wing the brightest and best
of the winged world. Dove and owlet, thrush and swallow, lark and nightingale,
raven and corbie, and eke the mocking bird came to seek knowledge at the claws
of the stern gray owls who wore with such convincing dignity their velvet-trimmed
gowns. Owls of magnitude were some, and most of high degree, but greater or lesser,
great was their fame throughout the aerial world, high their honor, so that many a
bird flew from distant skies to worship or to jeer and to bear back word of their
bird's-eye view, thinking, in their blind pride, to have seen and understood all.
Bitter it were to feed such vultures and to set before them the choicest grains
and morsels from the too spare granaries of Who-Who Hall, had it not been that
on such occasion the well-loved magpie, host and far-publisher, would oft invite
to join the banquet such student birds as might contribute to the feast with words
of wisdom or sparkling jest.
So it was that one bleak, grey day as the birds sat moulting and moping with
untidy feather and dejected mien, turning languidly with dirty claws the pages
of their unconned books, the magpie flew into their midst and spoke with cheery
word, "What have we here, good my birds? You all resemble nothing so much
as three days of rainy weather—or on further thought, Is it a very tough worm in
your little insides?" At the sound of this witty quotation, the drooping birds
smiled, in spite of themselves, and a slight sparkle came to their dull eyes, and a
faint flush to their wan cheeks. The robin's breast glowed warmly and her little
threat swelled to the old happy tune so dear to them all,
"To the bird-bath let us on
The time is swift and will be gone."
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The magpie, chattering merrily, hopped about sticking little notes under the
wings of certain fortunate birds who for some reason, or none, might have claim
to her esteem. Then was the twittering and screeching deafening in Who-Who Hall.
It was whispered around that the magpie was giving a banquet for a cat-bird who
was interested in bird-lore and had been visiting learned aviaries far and near.
She wanted to write an article on Who-Who Hall, the citadel of owl wisdom. Now
nothing was held in such low repute or so fiercely scorned as cat-birds in the proud
and haughty tower of Who-Who Hall, and yet, so famed were the parties of the
merry magpie that all the birds envied keenly the chosen few, and with rather mournful
speculations as to the nature of the food, at the same time tried to comfort them-
selves by commenting on the sordidness of cat-birds' callings and their cheap and
facile vulgarity.
At the time appointed, raven, skylark, owl, thrush, swallow, nightingales, and
Tvva Corbies, with well-preened feathers and not too shiny bills left the ruined
tower. As they passed a pert little cardinal, she whistled with surprise to see the
change in their appearances, but they merely tossed their heads and flew on.
As they had expected, the catbird was a vulgar little thing, demure enough
in appearance but noisy and stupid and unpleasantly cock-sure. Her harsh accents
grated on the ears of the handsome Who-Who Hallers whom the magpie introduced
proudly one by one, but they were too polite to show their aversion and twittered
graciously as they gathered around the luxurious board.
The cat-bird took out a small notebook from under her wing and, opening it,
headed the page with Who-Who Hall and jotted down all the names of the birds.
"Do you all mind now if I ask you questions, " she shrilled. The birds shook their
heads but a long sigh broke from the magpie at the head of the table.
"What are your rules about billing and cooing at Who-Who Hall?" The
skylark blushed and the raven snorted at this, while the magpie bit her bill. Then
the thrush spoke out in clear and dignified tones, "We have no rules about billing
and cooing. It isn't an issue.
"
"You have no rules about billing and cooing; it isn't an issue?" echoed the
cat-bird. "Who said that?"
"That's the wise thrush," said the magpie quietly, "She said that."
The cat-bird shook her head increduously. "Have you then no interest in
nil
sex
:
"Oh, no," said the owl, "we are all free-thinking, we are tired of organized
religion."
"Organized religion," shrieked the cat-bird unpleasantly, "I am talking about
sex with an x."
"With a capital X," murmured the mocking bird. "You would."
"Listen to the mocking bird," chuckled the raven through her spinach.
"I mean," went on the cat-bird in an annoyed voice, "has love no place in
your life? Do you never feel that mysteriousyc ne sais rein in your hearts?"
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"Je ne sals quoi," murmured the owl into his feathers.
"Not often," replied the swallow bluntly, at which the nightingale, a rather
romantic little creature, cried.
Swallow, my sister, o sister swallow.
How can thy heart be full of the spring?"
"What bird so sings, yet so does wail?" cried the cat-bird.
"O 'tis the ravished nightingale," replied the Twa Corbies, in hoarse chorus,
bolting their food.
"Well now, what about intoxication?" went on the cat-bird, briskly hopping
from topic to topic. "Do you find birds reeling in a . . a . . " she paused
at a loss for words.
"In an inebriated state," supplemented the owl.
"Yes, in an abbreviated state."
Nevermore, " snapped the raven laconically.
"Nevermore?—then before? heretofore?" cried the cat-bird eagerly.
"Nevermore, but before
Heretofore
Three or four
On the floor
Near the door
Their hearts did pour
In profuse strains of unpremeditated art
Never to recapture that first fine careless rapture,
"
jeered the mocking bird under her breath.
" What did you do? How did you deal with the culprits? "
"We left it to nature. They were very sick.
"
"Punished enough" the nightingale saw the cat-bird jot down in her notebook.
"About marriage? What are your views on nest building and the duties
of the perfect mate?"
"Of course I can't speak for all Who-Who Hall, but," with a sly wink at the
sky lark—"in general we feel that she should be pretty 'true to the kindred points
of heaven and home. While wings aspire, heart and eye, both with her nest upon
the dewy ground' and all that rot, you know.
"
Again the sky lark flushed and her breast quivered painfully.
"How about your philosophy of life? I mean, what do you think the end-
all and be-all of life is?" went on the cat-bird relentlessly, having taken down the
swallow's flip words and noted the sky lark's discomfiture.
"Whar shall we gang and dine the day?" shrieked the Twa Corbies in the
same hoarse chorus.
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The magpie glared angrily at the greedy corbies but they were so occupied
with their food that the look was lost on them. The cat-bird, however, noted it
and put it down in her notebook with a sly leer.
"Tell me about God," she went on. "Do you all believe in a personal God?"
"We do not talk about God at the luncheon table" replied the owl haughtily,
"Das tut man nicht."
"Haven't heard of that religion. Must be very liberal. You said you were
very liberal though. I must have it somewhere. Oh yes—under sex. Are sects
necessary?" "No," says Who-Who Hall. "Very advanced."
"By the way, I must comment on your accent. How do you account for your
dulcet tones?"
"The Kingfisher," said the raven.
"The Kingfisher?"
"Yes, he's an old bird that's been hanging around Who-Who Hall for half a
century, and he teaches us how to get the most out of our larynx—that is qualita-
tively—not quantitatively.
'
"Let's go," croaked the Twa Corbies, pushing back their plates and filling
their pockets with salted nuts.
One by one the birds filed out until only the raven was left with the magpie
and the cat-bird.
"What do you think of our symposium and our Socrates?" whispered the
magpie with a wink.
Ouoth the raven, "Nevermore."
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SUPPRESSED DESIRES
(If we could examine the faculty)
Answers 1, 2, 5, 4, 5, and five others.
Locate on the map the sovereign state of Maryland.
Name one of our most influential politicians, international lawyers, and fine
old southern gentlemen deriving from that little bit of heaven on earth.
Who was responsible for the nomination of Wilson, the success of the American
Revolution, the gallant stand of the South in the Civil War, and the high
price of red tape?
Differentiate between iMary Stuart and Mary, Queen of Scots.
Who perfected the ceroic houplet?
Explain the symptoms of courtly love.
What famous litterateur was born in Hoboken? Give trays if not too risky.
3 . Who inspired Pygmalion? Tell us again ifyou dare.
Just in confidence, where did you get that cap?
Chant in chorus (but of course better than most) ud udd uddd udddd uddddd
udddddd uddddddd udddddddd uDDDDDDDD. uDAMNNNNNNNN
4 Talk to the picture.
Go on.
Now give it a chance.
Describe the home life of a lion of force.
Why did a prominent member of the chemistry department go to Ardmore
to buy hair?
How long will a dogfish keep, and why keep one anyway?
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Even primness mid-Radnonan
Cannot daunt a Pembroke heart
When it starts a-Passion Playing inthe fall.
With November breezes blowing
And the snow about to start,
The3' sing songs that they should never sing at all.
Chorus
The vanguard trills in the pouring rain,
Love and pash.
Then Wyndham echoes the wild refrain,
Love and pash.
Minnie the mermaid a-piping free,
Pallid amoeba and gay lady,
Mind to mind of low degree
Love and pash.
Though this life is dull and dreary.
With its stiff gentility,
And at times the college girl is far from gay,
When the Pembroke song is ringing
With its doubtful melody,
Then you know that love will surely find a way.
Chorus
The vanguard trills in the pouring rain, etc.
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The Twenty-Five-Foot Limit
Twenty-five feet from the ground, you say?
Do you think we are blooming birds,
To bask in the trees and towers all day,
For a few official words?
Now what is the harm in a simple back.
Or perhaps a leg or two?
Will it throw the faculty off the track?
O, why is there such ado?
The ancient Egyptians worshipped Ra,
Why shouldn't we do the same?
Just face the condition with simple sang froid
And permit us to shoulder the blame.
The sana mens is all very well
But it hardly covers the case
And corpore sano can never spell
Your eternal and lasting disgrace.
However we choose to achieve it.
It surely can do us no ill;
And ifyou will only believe it,
We will cherish our morals still.
Must we always listen to carping tongues
With nothing better to do?
While bronzing our backs, or our arms, or our lungs,
Can we dress from the hat to the shoe?
Consider th<= love of the pagan antique,
Consider the pipes of Pan,
And let us attain the sunburn we seek
And acquire a fashionable tan.
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The Girls They Lejt Behind Them
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The Class of Twenty-nine is free,
The faculty was willing.
They're scattered now o'er land and sea
Their little places filling.
But as they wander sea and isle
Must many things remind them
Of how thei/ pass the weary while,
The girls they left behind them.
For it's as dull as all outside,
And just as wet as water,
And weary is the eventide
Of Alma's weary daughter.
And every evening, every da3'
There's something new to bind them.
They're sure, alas, they're here to stay,
The girls they left behind them.
The quest for learning often pales
E'er four long years are over.
But ponder on her weary wails
Whose fourth does not remove her.
To those who suffer in this plight
One solace can we find them,
And that we'd offer if we might
To the girls they left behind them.
The knowledge they've so dearly bought
Must surely serve them well,
For learning only counts as naught,
But surelv time will tell.
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Dolly Dear
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Quilt
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These pretty objects
pictured here, *
1 1 now can name
with ease;
8*
And when I lool
within this book,
I learn my A B C's.
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The Dear Departed
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SENIORS
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Frances Atlee
Elizabeth Robison Baker
Elizabeth J. Bachofer
[79]
Hannah Kaoruko Ban
Gertrude Bancroft
Vaung tsien Bang
1801
Edith Strong Baxter
Elizabeth Perkins Bigelow
Mary Bertolet
[81
Katherine Wise Bowler
Jane Buel Bradley
Allis Deborah Brown
[82 3
Sylvia Carafiol
Alice Barbara Coney
Mary Constance Cole
[83'
Roberta Corbitt
Margaret Mary Cook
Dorothea Cross
[84]
Lois Elizabeth Davis
Myrtle de Vaux
Catherine Elizabeth Dean
P5]
Ellen Hewson Douglas
Joy Ivey Carter Dickerman
Mary Brayton Durfee
;s61
Mary Elizabeth Edwards
Charlotte Elizabeth Far^uhar
Elizabeth Vanderbilt Fehrer
187!
Edith Fisk
Elizabeth Fetter
Frances Frenaye
Sarah Stanley Gordon
Edith Grant
Thomasia Harris Hancock
1891
Agnes Katherine Hannay
Constance Hand
Edith Virginia Herb
(901
Margaret Elizabeth Hines
Annie Leigh Hobson
Kate Hirschberg
f 91}
Mary Elizabeth Houck
Catherine Howe
Agnes Armstrong Howell
I92j]
Mary Preston Hulse
Mary Elizabeth Johnston
Constance Andrews Jones
I93J
Sylvia Doughty Knox
Julia Newbold Keasbey
Agnes Kirsopp Lake
[941
Elinor Latane
Frances McDannald Lee
Ruth Earle Lawrence
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Sarah Longstreth
Louise Elliott Littlehale
Virginia Langdon Loomis
[96J
Margaret Hamilton Martin
Anne Lea Nicholson
Celeste Walker Page
1971
Marjorie Lincoln Park
Marcella Palmer
Anna Glidden Parkhurst
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Content Ratiibone Peckham
Mary Augusta Peters
Elizabeth Perkins
[99
Mary Darrall Reily
Ida Louise Raymond
Erna Sarah Rice
1 100]
Imogen Repplier Richards
Harriet Ropes
Kathleen Moore Richardson
C 101
1
Marie Josephine Salant
Lorine Carpenter Sears
Hazel Seligman
1102J
Nina Sturgis Skidmore
SlI.VINE VON DORSNER SlINGLUFF
Margaret Eleanor Mason Smith
1 103 j
Erma Elizabeth Stix
Martha Virginia Stevenson
Olivia Egleston Phelps Stokes
[1041
Constance Seager Sullivan
Helen Louise Taylor
Alice Elizabeth Taylor
105]
Edith Blanche Thrush
Barbette Thompson
Sara Clark Turner
1 106]
Henrietta Catherine Wickes
Anne Craig Williams
Phyllis Dorothea Wiegand
11071
Janet Wise
Elizabeth Wilson
Anne Elizabeth Wood
1 1081
Marina Yung Kwai
Elizabeth Gibbs Zalesky
;i09]
Atlee, Frances
Bachofer, Elizabeth J.
Baker, Elizabeth Robison
Ban, Hannah Kaoruko
Bancroft, Gertrude .
Bang, Vaung-tsien
Barker, Margaret Taylor
Baxter, Edith Strong
Bertolet, Mary .
Bigelow, Elizabeth Perkins
Bowler, Katherine Wise .
Brown, Allis Deborah
Burch, Margaret Elliot .
Burgess, Margaret Lee .
Carafiol, Sylvia .
Cole, Mary Constance
Coney, Alice Barbara
Cook, Margaret Mary
Corbitt, Roberta
Cross, Dorothea .
Davis, Lois Elizabeth
Dean, Catherine Elizabeth
Dean, Marjorie .
Dickerman, Joy Ivey Carter
Douglas, Ellen Hewson .
Durfee, Mary Brayton
Durham, Mary Louisa
Edwards, Mary Elizabeth
Farquhar, Charlotte Elizabeth
129 East Orange St., Lancaster, Pa.
124 Windsor St., Reading, Pa.
719 Court St., Fulton, Mo.
2965 Nishihara-Machi, Utsonomiva, Japan
Harrisville, R. I.
Gee Ker Lee, Fu Mung, Soochow, China
208 Stratford Rd., Baltimore, Md.
26 Grove St., New York City
244 North 5th St., Reading, Pa.
. . . Concord, Mass.
235 East 72nd St., New York City
328 Franklin Ave., Cheltenham, Pa.
1827 Belmont Rd., Washington, D. C.
1192 Park Ave., New York City
6303 McPherson Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
722 Park Place, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
78 Alexander St., Princeton, N. J.
1251 Eckert Ave., Reading, Pa.
117 Broad St., Suffolk, Va.
27 Water St., Fitchburg, Mass.
108 Mercer St., Princeton, N. J.
6 Buck Lane, Haverford, Pa.
Bonnyside, Wayzata, Mich.
6 East 79th St., New York City
5960 Drexel Rd., Overbrook, Pa.
19 Highland Ave., Fall River, Mass.
2325 Cherokee P'kw'y, Louisville, Ky.
432 West Tenth St., Oklahoma City, Okla.
York, Pa
I no]
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Fehrer, Elizabeth Vanderbilt
Fetter, Elizabeth
Fisk, Edith
Fitzgerald, Jean Banks
Frenaye, Frances
Gardner, Rosamond (Mrs
Gellhorn, Martha Ellis .
Gordon, Sarah Stanley
Grant, Edith
Hamilton, Exilona Luisa .
Hancock, Thomasia Harris
Hand, Constance
Hannay, Agnes Katherine
Herb, Edith Virginia
Hines, Margaret Elizabeth
Hirschberg, Kate
Hobson, Annie Leigh .
Hopkinson, Isabella .
Houck, Mary Elizabeth .
Howe, Catherine
Howell, Agnes Armstrong
Hulse, Mary Preston
Humrichouse, Anne Stockton
Johnston, Mary Elizabeth
Jones, Constance Andrews
Keasbey, Julia Newbold .
Kirkland, Laura .
Knox, Sylvia Doughty
Lake, Agnes Kirsopp .
Latane, Elinor
Lawrence, Ruth Earle
Lee, Frances McDannald .
A Lewisohn, Audrey
Littlehale, Louise Elliott
Lobb, Miriam Carroll
longstreth, sarah
Loomis, Virginia Langdon
Martin, Margaret Hamilton
Martin, Marion Virginia .
Maynard, Audrey
n W
. 15 Gramercy Park, N. Y. C.
Casilla 212 Cochabamba, Bolivia
79 Bidwell Parkway, Buffalo, N. Y.
129 Aldeson St., Charleston, W. Va.
.
3817 Oak Road, Philadelphia, Pa.
Schmidt) c/o Ensign Schmidt, S. S. Florida
. 4366 MacPherson Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
. 1009 North Charles St., Baltimore, Md.
. 2117 LeRoy Place, Washington, D. C.
. 2400 16th St., Washington, D. C.
2367 Auburn Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
142 East 65th St., New Yok City
1853 Lamont St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
1473 South Fourth St., Louisville, Ky.
115 North George St., Goldsboro, N. C.
175 Hazel Ave., Glencoe, III.
6011 Three Chopt Road, Richmond, Va.
Manchester, Mass.
2 Valley Road, Bridgeport, Conn.
170 South/ Third St., Fulton, N. Y.
178 East 70th St.. Nsw York C ty
129 Whalley Ave., New Haven, Conn.
Parks Run Lane, Ithan, Pa.
1425 North State St., Chicago, 111.
Rosemont, Pa.
33 Macculloch Ave., Morristown, N. J.
.
1503 Rosalie Ave., Houston, Texas
New Canaan, Conn.
585 Harvard St., Cambridge, Mass.
. 210 Chancery Rd., Baltimore, Md.
79 East 79th St , New York City
The Brighton Hotel, Washington, D. C.
720 Pa-k Ave., New York City
. 228 Marlboro St., Boston, Mass.
328 Conestoga Rd., Wayne, Pa.
. 118 North Nineteenth St., Phila , Pa.
907 Fifth Ave., New York City
1055 California St., San Francisco, Calif.
1019 Murdoch Ave., Parkersburg, W. Va.
. 114 E. Fortieth St., New York City
Merrill, Adele Katte (Mrs. Charlton MacVeagh)
9 East Ninety-seventh St., New York City
Morrisson, Rosemary (Mrs. John Chase) . 20 West Tenth St., New York City
Nicholson, Anne Lea . . . 118 East Oak Ave., Moorestown, N. J.
Orr, Charlotte
.
Page, Celeste Walker
Park, Marjorie Lincoln
.
Parkhurst, Anna Glidden
520 East 57th St., New York City
2400 16th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
. 812 Park Ave., New York City
5100 Edgemoor Lane, Betheseda, Md.
I ill I
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Parks, Jean Darling, (Mrs. Donald Davis)
Paxson, Jane Taylor .
Peckham, Content Rathbone
Peters, Mary Augusta
Pettus, Florence
Prentice, Joan
Rice, Erna Sarah
Richards, Imogene Repplier
Richardson, Kathleen Moore
Riely, Mary Darrall
Ropes, Harriet
Salant, Marie Josephine
Scott, Anna Dike
Sears, Lorine Carpenter
Seligman, Hazel .
Shakman, Marjorie (Mrs. Willi.
Sheble, Stephanie Engle
Sherman, Geraldine .
Simeral, Anna Harriet
Skidmore, Nina Sturgis
Slingluff, Silvine von Dorsner
^ Smith, Jill
Smith, Margaret Eleanor Mason
Stevenson, Martha Virginia .
Stix, Erma Elizabeth
Stokes, Olivia Phelps
Sullivan, Constance Seager
.
Taylor, Alice Elizabeth
.
Taylor, Helen Louise
Thompson, Barbette .
Thrush, Edith Blanche
Turner, Sara Clark .
Wardwell, Clarissa
.
Wesson, Mary Victoria
West, Louise Wynne .
Wickes, Henrietta Catherine
Wiegand, Phyllis Dorothea
Williams, Anne Craig
Wilson, Elizabeth
Winter, Carola Durford
Wise, Eva Douglas
Wise, Janet Florence
Wood, Anne Elizabeth
Wooster-Hull, Edith Katherine
Danbury, Conn.
2122 Van Hise Ave., Madison, Wis.
Davenport Neck, New Rochelle, N. Y.
403 Bridge St., New Cumberland, Pa.
4367 Westminister Place, St. Louis, Mo.
Cherry Grove, Princeton, N. J.
Oak Knoll, St. Louis, Mo.
353 West 85th St., New York City
441 Baldwin Road, S. Orange, N. J.
West 16th St., Oklahoma City, Okla.
13 Follen St., Cambridge, Mass.
1155 Park Ave., New York City
. Lansdowne, Pa.
35 West Fifth St., Chillicothe, Ohio
324 West 86th St., New York City
Hirsch, Jr.), 2440 Lakeview Drive, Chicago
311 Roumfort Rd., Mount Airy, Pa.
Box 1159, Douglas, Ariz.
813 North 4th St., Steubenville, Ohio
840 Park Ave., New York City
2925 N. Calvert St., Baltimore, Md.
West Milford, West Virginia
Dongan Hills, Staten Island, N. Y.
5030 Hazel Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
6470 Forsythe Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
Massachusetts Ave., Washington, D. C.
. 60 East 80th St., New York City
1664 St. Paul St., Denver, Colo.
142 Maine St., Wareham, Mass.
P. 0. Box 65, Portsmouth, Va.
3705 Spring Garden St., Phila , Pa.
755 Beacon Lane, Merion, Pa.
. 127 East 80th St., New York City
146 Longhill St., Springfield, Mass.
4004 Greenway, Guilford, Baltimore, Md.
. 1419 Park Ave., Baltimore, Md.
44 West 96th St., New York City
79 Walnut Place, Brookline, Mass.
2615 Woodley Place, Washington, D. C.
128 East 95th St., New York City
18 East 73rd St., New York City
175 West 72d St., New York City
. 2808 N St., Washington, D. C.
380 Riverside Drive, New York City
2408
Yung Kwai, Marina
. . . 3312 Highland Place, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Zalesky, Elizabeth Gibbs, U. S. Naval Station, Pearl Harbor, Honolulu, T. H.
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SMART
THE MODERN SEWING MACHINt:
AS THE CHARMING NEW FROCKS IT MAKES
WITH SUCH AMAZING EASE
Smart in its simple beauty is this modern Singer Electric.
Groomed as the faultless stitching it does so smoothly,
quietly, quickly. What a delightful graduation present
it would make When the tempting new fashions
prompt you to want more and more new dresses, re-
member that the swift creation of a beautiful frock
with all the perfection of fit and finish that makes it
individually distinctive is but a delightful afternoon's
adventure when a modern Singer assists you
s N G E R
ELECTRIC SEWING MACHINES
Consult Telephone Directory for Address of Nearest Shop
Copyright U. S. A. 1930 by The Singer Manufacturing Co. All rights reserved for all Countries
1114]
"HARDWARE
SARGENT"
are the words that mean
artistic Jitness and
mechanical perfection in
the hardware equipment
oj any building
Sargent & Company
New Haven, Conn.
Established 1832
Philadelphia
School Rings, Emblems, Charms and
Trophies of the Better Kind
THE GIFT SUGGESTION BOOK
mailed upon request
illustrates and prices
Jewels, Watches, Clocks, Silver, China
Glass, Leather and }{ovelt:es
from which may be selected distinctive
Wedding, Birthday, Graduation
and Other Gifts
IF YOU WANT TO GROW
FINE FLOWERS YOU MUST
HAVE FINE SEEDS
MAX SCHLING
Seedsmen
618 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y.
:
us j
APPEARANCE
PERFORMANCE
COM FO RT
VALUE
DURANT MOTORS, INC., DETROIT, U. S. A.
FACTORIES—LANSING, MICH.. OAKLAND CAL.
LEASIDE. TORONTO, ONT.
D URAN
T
GOOD
I 116]
CAR
Troncelliti
Qleaners and
'Dyers
AT YOUR SERVICE
We Call and
Deliver
814 AND 939
LANCASTER AVENUE
Telephone: Bryn Mawr 494
I. MILLER
INSTITUTION INTERNATIONALE
Be utiful
Shoes
1223 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA
Make Lane Bryant Tour
Fashion Counselor
UNDERWEAR
HOSIERY NEGLIGEES
BAGS JEWELRY
PAJAMAS
Just the Type and Styles
You Will Want
Regular and Extra Sizes
Lane Bryant
Chestnut at 12th Street
Rittenhouse 0660
TBhe Qhatter 'Box
A DELIGHTFUL TEA ROOM
Dinners from 6 to 7 :30
Open from" 12 to 7:30
Tel, Bryn Mawr 453
825 Lancaster Avenue
Complimentary
:n7]
jfflLMWi
Manganese Steel Forge Company
(incorporated)
MANUFACTURERS OF "ROL-MAN'
ROLLED, FORGED AND FABRICATED
MANGANESE STEEL PRODUCTS
PLATES AND SHEETS
BARS, RODS AND WIRE
'ROL-MAN" WOVEN SCREENS
WORKS
RICHMOND STREET AND ERIE AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
OFFICES
NEW YORK PITTSBURGH ' DETROIT CHICAGO LOS ANGELES
1118]
NamDu/kin/
£2 OWIS /TORE
126 ^S Eigktee^KT?
cor yAinyoM
Fashions
for the woman who
appreciates fashion
.... we study her
charm and express it.
Phone: B. M. 252
Qonnellys
THE MAIN LINE FLORIST
1226 Lancaster Avenue
ROSEMONT
Flowers for Garden Party
DREKA
Invitations
for
the Debutante
1121 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia
Luncheon—Tea—Dinner
Chatter'On Tea House
835 Morton Road
Open Sundays
Telephone, Bryn Mawr 1185
©ryn VYiawr Qollege Inn
LUNCHEON
AFTERNOON TEA—DINNER
a &
Guest Rooms Opposite Pembroke Gateway
119 3
"Our Portraits Live Forever"
iOLLANDERFELDMAN TUDIOS
Photographers
1613 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
B
PhotographersJor
1950 BRYN MAWR RECORD
Specializing in
SOCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
[120J
GENE'S SPECIALTY SHOP
1320 CHESTNUT STREET
Thresher Building—Second Floor
CHARMING FROCKS FOR EVERY OCCASION
For Classes For Afternoon Tea For Dances
WASHABLE CREPE CANTON CREPE SATIN, FLAT CREPE
and Knitted Dresses
In One and Two
Piece Styles
CREPE SATIN
GEORGETTE CREPE
AND CHIFFON
All Reasonably Priced
FISH-NET
EVENING DRESSES
In All of the Season's
Newest Colors
Corsages, Baskets and Fancy
Specialties
JEANNETTS
<Bryn JYCawr Flower Shop
823 Lancaster Avenue
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Phone 570
William L. Hayden
HARDWARE
PAINTS AND THEATRICAL
ACCESSORIES
836- 838 Lancaster Avenue
BRYN MAWR, PA.
Haverford Pharmacy
Henry W. Press, P.D.
Prescriptions, Drugs, Gifts
Haverford Avenue
HAVERFORD, PA.
Bell Telephones,
Ardmore 122, 2424, 2425
PROMPT AUTOMOBILE DELIVERY SERVICE
^i ^r^ -«
(CLEANERS w J-DYERSj)
"We Clean It or Dye"
869 Lancaster Avenue
BRYN MAWR PENNSYLVANIA
Phone : Bryn V AWR 1018
GOWNS — HOODS ~> CAPS
For All Degrees
SELECTIVENESS
SERVICE
QUALITY
CORRECTNESS
Cotrell 6? Leonard
College Department
ALBANY, N. Y.
Philadelphia's Show Place
of Favored Fashions
EMBICICS
For Things Worth While
Suits, Coats, Dresses, Hats
1620 CHESTNUT STREET
;mj
l^shis C/Jook
IS A CREDIT TO THE STAFF
foilUS
OUR SPECIALIZE D SERVICE
Individi^U Personal "Coaching'
E^w MMl \Mff
riginaiity in Design p> v^<
Organized Layout
Quality beyond question
Past records of successful performance
Largest and up-to-the-minute produc-
tion facilities
Many years' experi
PHILADELPHIA-WEEKS
ENGRAVING COMPANY
(Daucaliotial 'dJefiarlment
29 NORTH SIXTH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
: 1223
*/\. Step
Ahead of Fashion
WISE $6 SHOE
1100 Chestnut Street
Cor. 11th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Stores in Every Important City
Cottage Tea Room
Montgomery Avenue
BRYN MAWR
Luncheon
Tea - Dinner
Special Parties Guest Rooms
Phone Bryn Mawr 362
JEANNETTS
(Bryn VYCawr Flower Shop
823 Lancaster Avenue
Phone 570 Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Parties and Teas in Private Rooms
For Reservations Call Rittenhouse 6181
"A real fortune read gratis from your tea cup'
<§ppgj> 3Tea IMjop
Come in and ma\e a wish
Chicken Salad Sandwich, Cake
and Tea—75c
1127 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia
2nd Floor, opposite Keith Theatre
Hours 11 to 8, Sunday 3 to 8
Keep in Touch With the Throbbing
Heart of College Life
Subscribe to the Best Wee\ly
on Campus
The College News
Henry B. Wallace
Qaterer and Qonfectioner
Successor to
Charles W. Glocker, Jr.
Lunches 60 cents
Dinners, $1.00 to $1.25
22 and 24 B<.yn Mawr Avenue
BRYN MAWR
Mehl 6s? Latta, Inc.
LUMBER, COAL AND
BUILDING MATERIALS
ROSEMONT, PENNA.
Phone, Bryn Mawr 675
John J. McDevitt
Programs
Bill Heads
Printing ff^
Booklets, etc.
Announcements
1145 Lancaster Avenue
ROSEMONT PENNSYLVANIA
;i23j
WESTBROOK PUBLISHING COMPANY, at the Terminus of the New Broad Street Subway
5800 North Mervine Street, Philadelphia
—»-§S©(ll)@3H—
E>RTN MAWR RECORD
is another Yearboo\
printed by
WESTBROOK
Publishing Company
isS
Most of the School Periodicals in
Philadelphia and Vicinity are printed here
[124:
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